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HEAR AND FEEL THE DIFFERENCE ®

Comprehensive Maintenance Technologies. 
Lowest cost per use.SOUND

synergies

®

For Dealers/Distributors inquiries: Jim Akers - jammc@harbornet.com or Russell Reed - reedville85@comcast.net 
Learn about our full line of music industry products at www.soundsynergies.net. Products from the laboratories of DynaGlide® a 
division of Multi-Marketing Corporation. Made in the USA. 

PROcussionCare® 
Pedal Lubrication
is an advanced lubricating and conditioning 
formula for all drum pedals and hardware. 
One-step fast & easy spray-on application…
•  Allows kicks pedals to play faster and more smoothly, 
 with less resistance 
•  Lifts away grime and contaminants to prevent corrosion 
•  Safe, effective yet gentle formula 
•  Will not damage or adversely affect fine finishes
•  Prevents excess friction for longer playing life
One simple, easy, & fast PROCussionCare® PedalLube 
application dries to the touch in seconds, lifting away 
contaminants and grime for improved response, ultra-
quiet performance, and increased resistance to breakage.

Try PROcussionCare® PedalLube today!

Apply to kick drum pedals, 
hi-hats, and other drum 
hardware for smoother, quieter 
operation & longer playing life!   

PROcussionCare® 
PedalLube

PROcussionCare® PedalLube 
is available in the handy 2oz aerosal can, 
the eco-friendly 4oz trigger bottle and 
the cost effective 7oz aerosol can.

See online at SoundSynergies.net



Apply to mounting lugs, 
tension rods, and other 
moving parts for strong, 
ultra-quiet performance 
and reduced friction.

Apply to hinged plates 
and other moving parts for 
smooth, easy action and 
reduced friction.

Apply to kick pedal components 
(drive mechanisms, set screws, 
springs, bushings, etc.) for faster 
response; to eliminate noise and 
squeaks; and to repel oxidation and 
corrosion.

HEAR & FEEL THE DIFFERENCE®

 Drummers and percussionists have traditionally had limited 
choices when it comes to the care and lubrication of a drum set’s 
many moving parts. Some resort to WD40 for lubrication that 
may be fine for automobiles and carpentry, but is questionable 
for application to fine musical instruments. PROCussionCare 
Pedal Lube is designed to remedy that situation with a 
specialized lubricant formula that lifts away and removes dust 
and grime, then provides a micro-thin lubricant barrier that 
banishes noise and facilitates silky-smooth playing response. 
PROcussionCare® is recommended for kick pedals, hi-hats 
stands, thrones, mounts, and all other moving metal parts of the 
drum set. Once applied, the formula will not migrate or build up. 
Will not affect fine drum shell finishes. 

The Serious Drummer’s Companion 
 ProcussionCarer\® PedalLube’s breakthrough conditioning and 
lubricant formula transforms the maintenance of bass drum 
pedals, hi-hats, racks, and other drum hardware where strong, 
silent performance is supremely important. Annoying squeaks, 
friction, or sluggish response can disrupt your groove on the 
drums–PROCussionCare takes care of all these potential 
problems in one easy step. Application prevents these problems 
by removing the embedded dust and grime that build up on 
pedals and hardware, leaving behind a micro-thin lubricating 
coating that provides long-lasting protection and flawless 
functionality. 
 Using PedalLube also decreases cross-talk among toms, 
snare, and cymbals, with enhanced lubricity acting to isolate 
the vibration of the various drum set components. This increases 
the clarity and separation of your drums during performance.  
You make sure that your drums sound great every gig: ensure 
that your cymbals are up to the task, include ProcussionCare 
Pedal Lube in your road case. Three sizes are ideal for use in 
the shop, on the road, or in the studio. Also available with 
ProcussionCare’s Wear Barrier and CymbalCare in a three-pack 
for a total drum maintenance package.

PROcussionCare®–Uniquely Effective, 
Environmentally responsible
 PROCussionCare’s non-toxic formula is made expressly for 
use on kick pedals and all other drum hardware, and is silicone 
and teflon free. The proprietary formulation is the culmination 
of years of research and development in flex-film technologies, 
and has been a cornerstone of private label products since 1986.

The Science of SoundSynergies® 
Proven Performance
Watch video of a sound technician using PROcussionCare® to 
condition a bass drum pedal set.
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PROcussionCare®. . . Independently Tested.  
Undeniable Evidence.
Above right are Scanning Electron Microscope images of screw 
threads before-and-after application of PROcussionCare® 
PedalLube. The images clearly show the significant ability of 
PedalLube to lift away movement inhibiting grim and corrosion 
for improved surface glide.

Type in the URL to watch and listen - www.stringtone.net/demo

THREADS - Before treatment

Mag. X60

THREADS - After treatment

Mag. X60

LECTRICare® performs in the lab-test 
Scanning Electron Microscope images below! 

PROCussionCare® PedalLube’s micro-
lubricant formula delivers instantaneous, 
noise-free operation for all drum pedals, 
stands, and hardware. 

BASS DRUM AND 
PEDAL SET


